Immigration Attorney Regina
Immigration Attorney Regina - Nowadays there is increasing concern around privacy problems and the complexity of new privacy
legislation. Organizations and individuals which develop or supply information technology or biotechnology have unique legal
requirements. So do people who depend on technology to be able to secure a competitive advantage for their company, or just to
be able to function in daily operations. Our Technology, Privacy and Intellectual Property lawyers assist clients in maximizing the
use of intellectual property in their business operations. Our objective is to be able to create value for our clients.
We offer several services that handle biotechnology, intellectual property and privacy technology on an international and domestic
basis. The assistance which we offer to our clients consist of trade-marks, copyright, commercialization, privacy, domain names,
e-commerce, intellectual property, information technology and operational problems.
Intellectual Property Services:
- Copyright
- Industrial Designs
- Licensing
- Trade Secrets
- Trade-marks
On an international, regional and national scale, we can assist in enforcing, obtaining and maintaining intellectual property rights.
We service clients in the automotive, entertainment, telecommunications and manufacturing sectors.
Technology Services:
- e-commerce initiatives
- development, protection, licensing, distribution and sale of technology
- acquisition of technology
To both users and suppliers of technology, we advise numerous financial institutions and venture capitalists in structuring loan
transactions. We can even help businesses with their confidentiality agreements, internet usage and computer system policies,
consulting agreements, outsourcing arrangements, source code escrow, employment agreements, joint ventures and strategic
alliances.
Privacy Services:
We assist employees, organizations, contractors and suppliers to guarantee compliance with privacy legislation. We help
organizations with their personal information management systems: drafting comprehensive privacy procedures and policies;
advising with respect to the disclosure, use and collection of personal information. We assess Privacy Impact for clients'
businesses or organizations.

